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The resulting system of ODEs is coupled via impurity influx, which is derived from the redistribution of the local erosion fluxes through the global impurity transport as calculated by DIVIMP.
For the global impurity transport calculations two different grid types were used: standard grids which only have wall contact at the divertor targets due to current restrictions on topology imposed by fluid codes like SOLPS and extended grids which are derived from standard grids and tailored to be in direct contact with most of the plasma exposed wall. For the latter, one observes significant differences in impurity re-distribution compared to the standard grids, which highlights the importance of parallel plasma transport processes close to the main chamber wall and limiters.
To benchmark the model, Be migration experiments using Be evaporation in JET were used [1] . For the validation process the measured time evolution of Be and C line emission, corresponding to the respective erosion sources, was compared to predictions of the model.
After the successful validation of the model and its code implementation it was used to predict Be redistribution for ITER, which is a critical issue with respect to formation of low melting Be/W alloys and to growth of in-vessel T inventories by T/Be co-deposition.
